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A question of
access
New South African citrus season due to
kick off in the US amidst access
questions
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new citrus rule pending a ‘Quid pro Quo’
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African orchards.
“We are very enthusiastic about this
market,” noted Andries du Preez, country

Miguel Production origins like Argentina
(Lemons), Uruguay (lemons and soft citrus)
and Peru (avocados,
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grapes and mandarins). We have great retail

have a better diversification of destination

“We are only asking that the SA Industry to

programmes and access to consumers

markets. That will allow us to avoid a

act responsibly. Some items and windows
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picture for the SA industry, is good because
“Soft citrus consumption is growing
steadily in the US and we believe this trend
will continue. Also by having the US

it will open up another segment to a market
that can accommodate the industry’s
products successfully.
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